
COMMISSIONS 27 AND 42 OF THE IAUINFORMATION BULLETIN ON VARIABLE STARSNumber 4505 Konkoly ObservatoryBudapest11 August 1997HU ISSN 0374 { 0676NEW VARIABLES IN THE FIELDS OF V1413 AQUILAEAND AU HERCULISLAUREL A. BROWN1, PRISCILLA J. BENSON21 Colgate University, Hamilton, NY, USA [labrown@colgate.edu]2 Wellesley College, Wellesley, MA, 02181, USA [pbenson@wellesley.edu]During the observation and data analysis of the variable stars V1413 Aquilae and AUHerculis, previously unknown possible variables were found in each �eld. We used Picklesand the Guide Star Catalog to obtain the positions of the new variables; the coordinatesof the possible new variable (Guide Star Catalog #1585 1087) in the V1413 Aquilae �eldare �2000 = 19h03m46s, �2000 = 16�2905200. The coordinates of the possibly varying star(Guide Star Catalog #2102 1349) in the AU Herculis �eld are �2000 = 17h56m59:s6; �2000 =29�47014:008. Neither star is listed as a suspected or known variable in the New Catalogueof Suspected Variable Stars (Kholopov et al., 1982), SIMBAD, or any issues of the Infor-mation Bulletin on Variable Stars from 1993 to the present, including the 72nd Name-Listof Variable Stars (IBVS No. 4140, 1995). Thus, we conclude the stars have not previouslybeen noted as variables.All observations of both new variables were made with a Photometrics CCD cameraattached to the Wellesley College 0.6 meter Cassegrain Reecting telescope. AU Herculishas been observed and analyzed since the summer of 1993, and V1413 Aquilae has beenobserved since the summer of 1994. It was noticed during the analysis of both starsthat one of the comparison stars in each of the �elds was showing a larger variation ofmagnitude than the other comparison stars.The new variable in the AU Herculis �eld varies by approximately 0.5 magnitudesin both the R and the V �lters. This is compared to the signi�cantly smaller variationof approximately 0.09 and 0.07 magnitudes shown by the other comparison stars in theR and V �lters. The new variable in the �eld of V1413 Aquilae varies in magnitudeby approximately 0.3 magnitudes in the I �lter, 0.4 magnitudes in the R �lter, and 0.5magnitudes in the V �lter. The other comparison stars in this �eld vary by approximately0.07 in the I �lter, 0.15 in the R �lter, and 0.09 in the V �lter. Figures 1 and 2 show thevariations of the star in the �eld of AU Herculis in the V �lter and. the variation of thestar in the V1413 Aquilae �eld in the I �lter respectively. Figures 3 and 4 identify thenew variable stars. For each image, north is up and the �eld is about nine arcminutessquare.
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Figure 1. V Light Curve of the New Variable in the AU Herculis �eld

Figure 2. I Light Curve of a New Variable in the V1413 Aquilae �eld
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Figure 3. A �nder chart for the new suspected variable star in the �eld of AU Herculis

Figure 4. A �nder chart for the new suspected variable star in the �eld of V1419 Aquilae
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